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In this paper all spaces and maps considered will be in the poly-

hedral category in the sense of Zeeman [4]. Thus all spaces can be

triangulated and all maps and subspaces will be piecewise linear (PL).

This will cause no restriction as every 3-manifold has a combinatorial

triangulation [l].

Suppose M is a triangulated, closed 3-manifold. It is known [3,

p. 219] that if A is a regular neighborhood of the 1-skeleton of the

triangulation, then A and cl(M—A), the closure of its complement,

are homeomorphic handlebodies. The first theorem of this paper

gives a similar result for compact 3-manifolds with boundary.

Theorem 1. Every compact 3-manifold with nonvoid boundary con-

tains a handlebody which is homeomorphic to the closure of its comple-

ment.

The second result is the solution to a related question proposed by

the referee. Suppose M is a closed 3-manifold and 5 is a surface in M

separating it into compact manifolds Mi and M2. We say there is a

decomposition of the triple iM; Mi, M2) into homeomorphic handle-

bodies if there is a handlebody H in M such that PP=cl(Af—H) and

M/\rP^cl(Mt-PQ for i-l, 2.

Theorem 2. If S is a surface (PP subspace) which separates in a

closed 3-manifold M, then the triple iM; Mi, M2) defined by S has a

decomposition into homeomorphic handlebodies.

Recall that a handlebody of genus n is a space obtained by choosing

2» disjoint discs in the boundary of a 3-ball and identifying them in

pairs by n PL homeomorphisms. Two handlebodies are homeomor-

phic if and only if they have the same genus and both are orientable

or both are nonorientable.

In proving the two theorems some notation and a definition will

be helpful. If k is a nonnegative integer, let Yk be the set of all points

ix, y) in the plane P2 which satisfy

xE {0, 1, • • • , *}    and    -lgySl
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or

| y |   =1    and    0 ^ x ^ k.

Let Xk = {(x, y) E Yk: y ^ 0}, By bd Xk is meant the set of points
(*, 0),i = 0, 1, • • • ,k.

Now let Bk be the 3-ball in R3 defined as the set of points (x, y, z)

satisfying —l^x^k + 1, 0^y^2, and — 1 ̂ jz^l. If A2 is considered

the set of all (x, y, z) in R3 having z = 0, then XkEBk and Xkr\bd Bk

= bd Xk- We call the pair (Bk, Xk) the standard &-pair.

Definition. Let H be a handlebody with A a copy of Xk embedded

as a PL subspace of H. X is said to be unknotted in H if there exists

a ball B in H such that 5Hbd H is a face F of B (see [4, Chapter

III, p. 3]), XEB with Xr\bd B = bd XEF, and (B, X) is PL homeo-
morphic to the standard &-pair.

Suppose that H is a handlebody of genus j and that X as above is

unknotted in iL If A is a regular neighborhood of A in H which meets

the boundary of irregularly (see [2, p. 722]), then it follows from the

definition that c\(H—N) is a handlebody of genus j+k.

Lemma 1. Let H be a handlebody contained in a closed 3-manifold M

with H=cl(M—H), and suppose Y is a copy of Yk embedded in a one-

dimensional spine Z of H. Then there is an ambient isotopy of M carry-

ing Y onto Y' such that the sets YT\H and YT\c\(M—H) are copies of

Xk which are unknotted in H and c\(M — H) respectively.

Proof. Considering H as a 3-dimensional "thickening" of Z, there

is a compact surface T which is a 2-dimensional thickening of Z and

such that H is homeomorphic to TX [ — 1, l] with Z corresponding

to a subspace of TXO. This follows by constructing T from the

handlebody presentation of H which is given by Z. If h is such a

homeomorphism of Tx[ — 1, l] onto H, then ZEh(TXO) and

h(TXl)Ebd H. Using a collar on H in M, h can be extended to an

embedding, also called k, of T X [-1,3] into Af such that h (TX [l, 3])

r\H=h(TXl).
Now hrl gives rise to an embedding g of F* into FXO. Define

/: Fi->rx [0,2] by/(x, y) = (g(x, y), y + 1). It is not difficult to see

that g is ambient isotopic to/ in TX [ — 1, 3] by an isotopy which is

the identity on the boundary of TX [ — 1, 3]. It is also evident that

f(Yk)r\(Tx[-l, 1]) is unknotted in Txf-1, l] and that/(Ft)
C\(TX [l, 3]) is unknotted in TX [l, 3]. Then h induces an ambient

isotopy on h(TX [ —1, 3]) which extends to all of M by the identity

and which carries Fonto Y' = hf(Yk) as required.
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Proof of theorem 1. We first consider the case that the compact

3-manifold M has connected boundary. Then bd M is a closed 2-

manifold and there is a handlebody G with bd G=bd M. Form the

closed 3-manifold M' by attaching G to M by a homeomorphism

between their boundaries. Let Y be a copy of Yk which is embedded

as a spine of G and triangulate M' so that Y is contained in the

1-skeleton.

If Hi is a regular neighborhood of this 1-skeleton in M', then, as

remarked earlier, Hi and H2 = c\(M' — Hi) are homeomorphic handle-

bodies. Applying Lemma 1, we can ambient isotope Y to Y' such that

for i = l, 2, YT\Hi is a copy of Xk which is unknotted in Pf,-. Then

there exists a regular neighborhood (A; N\, N2) of Y' in (M'; Hu H2);

that is, A is a regular neighborhood of Y' in M' and each A,- is a regu-

lar neighborhood of Y'(~\Hi in H( meeting the boundary regularly.

From the unknotted condition, cl(ip — Ai) and c\(H2 — N2) are

homeomorphic handlebodies decomposing M'— int A. Since Y is

ambient isotopic to Y', AI' — int A is homeomorphic to M, completing

this case.

If bd M is not connected it is a finite collection of connected, closed

2-manifolds. In this case sew a handlebody G,- into each boundary

component to form the closed manifold M'. Then the above argument

can be repeated for a spine Y of each d, completing the proof.

Remark. Suppose that in the above proof,/ is the homeomorphism

of M' onto itself carrying A onto G. Then K=f(c\(Hi — Ai)) is a

handlebody in M which is homeomorphic to c\(M — K), and in par-

ticular KC\hd M = h(f(Ni)), where fr refers to the boundary of/(Ai)

as a subspace of /(Pi). Similar remarks apply to c\(M — K).

Lemma 2. Suppose Hi and H2 are handlebodies of genus wi and n2

respectively, and for i— 1,2, Ziis a copy of Xk which is unknotted in Hi.

Let Ni be a regular neighborhood of Z< in Ht meeting the boundary regu-

larly. If f: fr Ai—>fr A2 is a PL homeomorphism, then the attachment

space cl(Hi — Ai) W/cl(Pf2 — A2) is a handlebody of genus ni+n2+k.

Proof. Since Z< is unknotted in P/~„ i = l, 2, there is a 3-ball P.- in

Hi such that (P<, Z,) is homeomorphic to the standard &-pair. Also

we can assume that A,- is a regular neighborhood of Z< in Pt- meeting

the face P<Pibd P,- regularly. Then by [2, Corollary 1, p. 725],

cl(Pi —Ai) is homeomorphic to fr AiX[0, l] with xGfr Ai corre-

sponding to (x, 0). Similarly, cl(P2 —A2) is homeomorphic to fr(A2)

X [ — 1, 0] with xGfr A2 corresponding to (x, 0). Thus

cl(P, - Ai) \Jt c\(B2 - A2) S fr(A,) X [-1, l].
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This is a handlebody of genus k since fr(Ai) is a sphere with £ + 1

holes. Now c\(Hi — Bi) is a handlebody with ra< handles and it meets

Bi in a face. Thus c\(Hi — Ni)\Jtc\(H2 — N2) is a handlebody of genus

ni+n24-k.

Proof of theorem 2. We have a closed surface S separating M

into compact manifolds Afi and Af2. Let C,- be a collar on bd Mi = S,

i = 1, 2. Form M{ =Mi\JGi by sewing a handlebody Gi to bd Afi as

in the proof of Theorem 1. If/: bd Mi—>bd Af2 is the identity map,

let M{ = M2\JG2 be the attachment space M2\JtGi. Then / extends

to a homeomorphism h: GiUCi—»l72VJC2. For i=l, 2, triangulate Af/

so that Gi\JCi is a subcomplex, A is a simplicial isomorphism, and

there is a copy F of F* which is a subcomplex of Aff1 and is a spine

of Gi.
Now carrying out the construction of the handlebody decomposi-

tion of Mi given in Theorem 1, using YEGiEM{, notice that all

homeomorphisms and isotopies can be chosen to be the identity out-

side GiWCi. Thus the homeomorphism h induces a matching decom-

position of M2. That is, we can find A< in Af.such that A,^cl(M,—A,)

and h(Kif\bd Mi)—K2C\bd M2. By the remark following the proof
of Theorem 1, the hypotheses of Lemma 2 are satisfied with Kt corre-

sponding to c\(Hi — Ni) in that lemma. Since h\ bd Mi is the identity,

K = Ki*UK2 is a handlebody of genus Wi-f-w2+&, where w,- is deter-

mined by the 1-skeleton of the triangulation of Mi chosen above.

Similarly cl(M-A) =cl(Af1-A1)Ucl(M2-A2) is a handlebody of

genus ni-\-n2 + k, so A gives the required decomposition of (M; Mi, M2).
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